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With the development of Internet technology, the network has been deeply involved in all aspects of people's lives, such as 
electronic voting, electronic payment, e-mail, and even web browsing, etc. Anonymous communication technology is widely 
used in the Internet as a major privacy enhancement technology. The existing anonymous communication system uses the Mix 
network and onion routing technology to hide the identity information of the communication subject and the communication 
relationship between the two parties in the communication process, thereby providing privacy protection for online users, 
thereby providing privacy protection for online users. However, with the development of network traffic analysis technology, 
attackers can not only detect the traffic fingerprint characteristics of the anonymous communication systems, but also further 
monitor the anonymous network, thereby cracking its anonymity and even blocking the connection between the Internet user 
and the anonymous communication system. For example, the "Prism" plan shows that the US government agencies (located at 
the NSA Intelligence Center in Utah) have conducted large-scale information collection on anonymous networks such as TOR 
(the onion router)[1]. Therefore, although the anonymous communication technology can guarantee the untraceability of the 
communication subject and the privacy of the communication object, it cannot cover up the fact that the communication subject 
is using the technology, that is, for the adversary, it can be detected that the user is using the anonymous communication 
systems to communicate. 
In this context, researchers at home and abroad began to study the unobservability of communication protocols based on 
anonymous communication systems. That is to eliminate the communication behavior and traffic characteristics of anonymous 
communication systems by means of protocol masquerading, traffic fuzzification, access point hiding and differentiated release, 
etc., to defend against deep flow analysis, scanning attacks, witch attacks, etc., thereby enhancing the anonymity and 
undetectability of the system. 
A lot of literatures [2-5] have proposed anonymous support for concealed communication methods. The literature [2-4] proposes 
the method of protocol masquerading and traffic fuzzification. The main idea of protocol masquerading is to imitate or 
camouflage the popular bunker protocol to evade network censorship, similar to “lean on a moneybag” at the protocol level. 
The literature[5] claims to run the real target protocol and carry the target protocol onto popular bunker protocols (such as VOIP, 
P2P, UGC, etc.) to realize the unobservability of communication behavior. According to the literature research published on the 
Internet, it is still a key challenge to quantify the degree of unobservability in anonymous communication systems. Therefore, 
how to quantify the degree of unobservability of these protocols is a very important for instructing the design of future systems 
and evaluating the degree of unobservability for communication protocols. 
We model anonymous communication systems as an altering Turing machine, and analyze adversaries’ threat model. Based on 
this model, this paper propose a relative entropy approach that allows to quantify the degree of unobservability for 
communication protocols, for example, how much the degree of observability is to be detected by an attacker. 
1 Relevant work 
In the past 30 years, since Chaum[6] first proposed the concept of Mix (message mixing) technology and anonymous 
communication in 1981, the research on anonymous communication technologies on the Internet has attracted more and more 
attention both from academia and the general public. At the same time, research institutions have been working on the design, 
evaluation, analysis and improvement of anonymous communication systems. At present, the anonymous communication 
system used mainly includes TOR[7] and JAP[8], etc., and is deployed and run in the actual network environment. However, 
anonymous communication systems have not been well designed on the demand for anti-censorship at the very beginning. 
Therefore, the anonymous communication protocol itself is easy to detect, allowing attackers to monitor Internet users using 
anonymous communication tools and even block users' connections to anonymous networks. 
Pfitzmann et al. [9] proposed unobservability in the literature on the definition of anonymity and privacy-related terms, and gave 
the definitions. In the various existing literatures, the unobservable communication system on the Internet is usually interpreted 
as satisfying anonymous and undetectable communication systems. Since then, researchers at home and abroad have proposed 
various unobservable communication systems [2-5]. Houmansadr et al. gave detailed evaluation and analysis to protocol 
masquerading and imitation in the literatures[10], pointing out that it is very difficult to imitate and disguise, and it is necessary 
to correctly implement the specific specifications of the protocol and the dependencies within and between protocols. Geddes et 
al. [11] pointed out that various problems can appear (such as frame mismatch, channel mismatch, transmission content mismatch, 
etc.) even if covert channels (such as Freeware) were embedded based on popular protocols. However, these papers do not give 
comparable quantitative assessments for the degree of unobservability. At present, the measuring the unobservability in 
anonymous communication systems has not attracted enough attention, and there is almost no relevant research work. However, 
there are quite a lot of research work on measuring the anonymity in anonymous communication systems, some of which will 
be explained below. 
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Reiter et al. [12] proposed the use of 1-p for anonymity, where p is the probability that an attacker can identify a particular user from an anonymous set, 
which can be used to measure the degree of identifiability between different objects in the same anonymous set. Berthold et al. [13] proposed a 
measurement for the degree of anonymity based on the size of an anonymous set, namely defining the degree of anonymity as d=1bN, where N is the 
number of objects in an anonymous set. However, under this definition, the measurement for the degree of anonymity only considers the number of 
users in the system, and does not take into account the number of users that an attacker can distinguish after a period of attack. Therefore, this 
measurement cannot describe the change of anonymity after an attack on the anonymous communication system. Diaz et al. [14] proposed a Shannon 
entropy approach that allows to quantify the degree of anonymity. The advantage of this approach is that it not only considers the size of the 
anonymous set, but also takes in to account the probability distribution of the identifiable state among different members in the anonymous set. 
Therefore it can better measure the degree of anonymity for different members in the anonymous communication system after the attacker obtains the 
relevant information. 
Hamel et al. [15] believe that there are many defects for the entropy-based anonymity measurement, they then focuses on how adversaries’ attacking 
affects the anonymity. They suppose adversaries’ attacking ability is equivalent to the amount of bandwidth resources that can control the anonymous 
network, and then assign a certain bandwidth budget and explore the impact on anonymity attacks under certain bandwidth resources to evaluate the 
degree of anonymity in anonymous communication systems. 
2 Problem statement and definition 
2.1 Problem Statement 
More and more users use anonymous communication technology to evade network censorship. Anonymous communication technology can protect 
the communication content security of the communication parties and the identity information of the communication subject, but it cannot hide the 
fact that the user is using the technology, that is, an attacker can easily identify that a user is using anonymous communication tools. In addition, 
modern anonymous communication technology can not eliminate the explicit behavior characteristics of network packets, such as the packet size 
distribution, network latency, and packet interval, etc. These seemingly useless protocol fingerprint features, actually can effectively help to identify 
the identity information of network users for the adversary with flow analysis attack capability. 
For the flow analysis attacks, the most common countermeasure is protocol masquerading, which is to disguise and imitate the specific 
implementation of a popular protocol, to confuse the explicit behavior characteristics of the protocol, for example, SkypeMorph[2] to disguise TOR 
traffic as Skype video traffic, StegoTorus [3] to disguise TOR traffic as Skype and HTTP traffic, and CensorSpoofer [4] to imitate SIP-based VOIP 
protocol, etc. In fact, in order to fight agaisnt flow analysis, TOR has deployed transport layer plug-ins (such as obfs[16], fte[17] and Meek[18] , etc.) to 
support protocol obfuscation and protocol masquerading. Therefore, measuring the degree of unobservability for these protocols is of great 
significance for evaluating the concealment of the protocol and instructing the design and implementation of future protocols. 
The availability problem in low-latency anonymous communication systems is essentially dependent on the degree of unobservability for its 
communication protocol. This paper focuses on the measurement and evaluation of the unobservability in anonymous communication systems. 
From the perspective of user's communication behavior, the unobservability is a computational puzzle, that is, the attacker is not statistically able to 
confirm or distinguish whether a user is using a particular protocol. Therefore, how to quantify the degree of unobservability for the anonymous 
communication protocol is quite challenging. This paper will formalize the model of anonymous communication systems, and study whether the 
anonymous communication protocol and the disguised protocol have statistically distinguishable communication behavior under the model. That is, 
calculate the relative entropy of the explicit behavioral characteristics of the data packet during the communication to quantify its observability.  
2.2 Relevant conception definitions 
In this section, we will give an accurate definition of unobservability in anonymous communication systems. This paper adopts the definition given 
by Pfitzmann et al. in literature[9]. 
Definition 1. Anonymity. Anonymity refers to the state in which a communication subject is unrecognizable in a anonymous set. If an attacker can 
associate with a sender in the anonymous collection from the obtained information, such as the IP address of the sender, the user is considered 
identifiable. 
Definition 2. Undetectability. From an attacker’s perspective, the attacker cannot distinguish whether the item of interest exists. 
Therefore, anonymity is to study the communication relationship of the communication subjects, and protect their identity information. The research 
object of undetectability is the item of interest, and protect the communication behavior and communication object. 
Definition 3. Perfect undetectability. When the item of interest is completely indistinguishable, the communication object is considered to be 
perfectly undetectable. 
Definition 4. Unobservability. Unobservability refers to the state in which the item of interest is indistinguishable from any other communication sets 
of the same type. The unobservability includes two meanings: the anonymity of the communication subject and undetectability of the communication 
object. 

 
Fig.1 Network graph for anonymous communications.
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This paper focuses on the measurement and evaluation of unobservability in anonymous communication systems. Here, we only consider the sender's 
unobservability, that is, for a particular message in the sender's anonymous set, the attacker wants to find out whether this message appears and from 
which sender during the communication process. The sender here is defined as all possible users. 
The degree of unobservability defined in this paper is based on the probability of occurrence for a particular message. That is, after the attacker 
monitors the anonymous communication system for a period of time, the attacker assigns a probability value to the explicit behavior characteristics of 
the message that appears during the communication process for each communication subject, which is used to characterize the probability of 
occurrence for this message. 
3 System Modeling 
Anonymous communication system modeling: Defines the anonymous communication system as a directed graph G=<V,E>, where V is the node of 
the anonymous communication system, such as the client, server, relay node, while E is the routing path. 
Defines E as the set of routing paths for the anonymous communication system, denoted E=Path(G). 
V is the set of vertices on G, and defines V as a probabilistic polynomial program, modeled as a five-tuple V=(S, I, O, f, g), where: 
S is a state set of clients, servers or relay nodes. Any client, server or routing node is in one state of n=S, denoted as s∈S; 
I is a possible input set of the client, server or routing node. The next state of the client, server or routing node is determined jointly by the input and 
state transition function f; 
O is the possible output set for each state. We can call this output a sequence of packets, denoted as , where N is the number of 
packets, the number of explicit behavioral features that can be observed on each packet, and On, i is the ith matrix eigenvalue on the nth packet; 
f for the state transition function: f: S x I  à S; 
g for the output function: g: S x I à O. 
3.1 Threat Model 
The degree of observability in the system depends on the attack ability of the adversary, the resources the adversary possesses, and the observability 
of the explicit behavioral characteristics of the communication protocol itself. In this paper, the adversary is modeled as a passive and local 
adversary.  That is, the adversary can monitor the traffic of the user at the network boundary, thereby observing the explicit behavior characteristics 
of the communication protocol (such as the packet size and the packet interval, etc.), but cannot falsify, inject or discard the packet. In addition, we 
also assume that the adversary can only deploy traffic analysis devices at the network boundary, and cannot control the user's computer. The 
adversary has limited computing and storage resources, and cannot perform complex calculations in a large-scale backbone network environment. In 
this section, we will define the attack capabilities of the adversary from three aspects: attack ability, observability and computing resources owned by 
the adversary: 
1) Attack ability 
①Passive attack. The adversary can deploy a flow analysis systems at the network boundary to monitor and analyze the network flow and the 
communication behavior of the communication subject. 
②Active attack. The adversary can manipulate the network flow (such as latency, packet loss, packet content modification and injection attack, etc.). 
③Attack. The adversary can simulate the client of the communication system to send packets to actively detect the network status, node behavior 
characteristics and so on. 
2) Visibility 
①Locally visible. The adversary can only monitor the network boundary (in and out of a network) or part of the network node. 
②Globally visible. The adversary can monitor the entire communication network node and network traffic. 
3) Resources 
①Limited. The adversary has limited computing and storage resources. 
②Sufficient. The adversary has sufficient computing and storage resources to collect and capture large-scale network traffic for storage and 
processing from different network locations. 
This paper assumes that the adversaries in real world are local and passive, and have limited computing and storage resources. 
4 Measurement Approach 
4.1 Relative Entropy  
In information theory, information entropy is defined as the probability of occurrence of stochastic discrete events. Information entropy is usually 
used to measure the degree of uncertainty of information. Assuming the discrete random variable is X, which has N possible values, namely 
X∈{x1,x2,... , xN}, and the probability of occurrence of each value is pi=Pr(X=xi), where xi is the value of the discrete random variable X, then the 
entropy of the discrete random variable X is defined to be: 

 
Relative entropy, also known as Kullback–Leibler divergence (KLD), is a measure of how one probability distribution P is different from a second 
one Q. Typically, P represents the true distribution of the data and Q represents the theoretical distribution, the model distribution, or the approximate 
distribution of P. Assuming that p(x) and q(x) are two probability density functions of the random variable X, the relative entropy between the two is 
defined to be 

,if and only if  
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4.2 How to measure the degree of unobservability 
According to the definitions in Section 3, if the anonymous communication protocol π is a specific implementation of the target protocol τ, for the 
given set O= , each communication protocol can be modeled as a probability distribution of the data packet on the explicit behavioral 
features. Assuming that Pπ is the probability distribution of the anonymous communication system on the ith matrix eigenvector Oi, similarly, pτ is the 
probability distribution of the target protocol on Oi, where O is the explicit behavior feature set of the observed packet after the attacker attacks, the 
relative entropy between the anonymous communication protocol π and the target protocol τ under state s is defined to be  

. 
Of these, is the state of the anonymous communication node, such as handshake state and idle state, etc. 
Therefore, based on the relative entropy, we can statistically quantify the degree of unobservability for the communication behavior in the 
anonymous communication system and the masquerading protocol. When the attacker sees the probability distribution of the explicit behavior 
characteristics of the anonymous communication protocol on O are completely consistent with that of the target protocol, the relative entropy 
between them is the smallest, that is, the degree of unobservability for the anonymous communication protocol is the smallest. 
Definition 5. Assuming S is the state set of the anonymous communication system node.  is defined to be the relative entropy of the anonymous 
communication system, denoted as 

 
Definition 6. The maximum relative entropy of the anonymous communication system is defined to be 

 

Definition 7. The degree of unobservability in the anonymous communication system is defined to be 

 
Therefore, the degree of unobservability in the anonymous communication system can quantify the degree of distinguishability between the 
anonymous communication system and other protocols in terms of communication behavior. The value range of d is [0, 1]. The smaller the d is, the 
better the unobservability of the protocol is.  When d=0, the protocol is completely indistinguishable. 
5 Measuring the degree of unobservability for TOR transport layer plug-ins 
TOR is the most widely used low-latency anonymous communication system in the world. Currently, TOR anonymous communication system has 
more than 6,000 routing nodes and 4,000 non-public Bridge nodes, with more than 2 million [19] online users at the same time every day. However, the 
TOR protocol itself is not strong enough in terms of unobservability, so it is difficult to defend against flow analysis attacks. He Gaofeng et al. from 
Southeast University proposed two identification approaches to effectively identify the flow of TOR, that is, one is based on TLS fingerprint 
identification and the other is TOR anonymous communication system flow identification based on packet length distribution. Researchers at home 
and abroad have proposed various protocol masquerading methods. The TOR project team has also developed various transport layer plug-ins to 
enhance the unobservability of the protocol. This paper takes TOR's bridging approach and the Meek plug-ins released recently as examples to give 
the degree of unobservability. 
5.1 Bridge mechanism introduction 
In order to defend against network censorship and flow analysis attacks, TOR proposed a non-public Bridge mechanism. The Bridge node can only 
be obtained by application to the TOR mail server through Gmail mailbox or from the TOR official website (https://Bridges.torproject.org). In order 
to defend against enumeration attacks, TOR restricts each email address to only obtain a certain number of Bridge nodes within a certain time interval. 
For webpage mode, TOR also restricts each IP address to only obtain a certain number of Bridge nodes within a certain time interval. In addition, in 
order to defend against flow analysis attacks, TOR's Bridge communication protocol imitates the Firefox browser's TLS handshake process to 
confuse its traffic characteristics. 
5.2 Meek mechanism introduction 
Meek is a transport layer plug-in recently released by the TOR project team. Its goal is to disguise TOR traffic as the traffic to access to the cloud 
platform. When TOR's data traffic reaches the cloud computing platform, it will be forwarded to the TOR anonymous network via TOR's 
Meek-Server, and finally gets to the real target address. Different from other transport layer plug-ins, it does not imitate a protocol, but runs the target 
protocol directly. That is, the TOR traffic is encapsulated into the HTTPS payload of Firefox, and the HTTPS protocol header is the protocol header 
for Firefox to communicate with the cloud platform. After reaching the server of the cloud platform, the HTTPS content is resolved and forwarded to 
TOR anonymous network via Meek-Server. Therefore, the Meek transport layer plug-in has the following two advantages: 
1) Highly concealed. The Meek transport layer plug-in runs the target protocol directly rather than masquerades, so its protocol characteristics are 

very similar to those of the target protocol. 
2) There is no need to directly publish the access point address like the Bridge mechanism. Instead, the front-end domain name mechanism of the 

cloud platform to is used to allow users to request the domain name of the cloud platform, and then resolve to obtain the IP address. The process 
is exactly the same as the user's access to Google's search service ,Amazon and Microsoft cloud platform. 

5.3 Experimental methods 
In order to measure the degree of unobservability for the transport layer plug-in in OST anonymous communication system, we downloaded the latest 
version of the TOR client software (torbrower-install-4.5.1_zh-CN) from the TOR official website for Windows and Linux platforms, and the built-in 
Firefox version is Firefox 31.7.0. 
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Since both Meek and Bridge approaches are masquerading protocols, the method of this experiment is to respectively capture the traffic to visit a 
website in two TOR modes: Meek-Azure mode and Bridge mode. And then directly access the same URL by Firefox browser. In each mode, the 
traffic is repeatedly collected 3 times under Windows 7 and Ubuntu respectively. The traffic collected in each mode includes the phases of HTTPS 
protocol: the handshake phase, the idle phase (waiting for approximately 3 minutes), and the user input data phase (all accessing the same URL). In 
addition, in order to calculate the degree of unobservability for the Meek and Bridge protocol as well as the disguised Firefox (with an version of 
Firefox ESR31.7.0), this experiment also collected the URL of the Meek-Azure platform directly accessed by the user using the Firefox browser. The 
collected traffic also includes the protocol handshake phase, the idle phase (waiting for approximately 3 minutes), and the user input data phase (all 
accessing the same URL). 
In order to measure the c for the TOR transport layer plug-in, we chose the size distribution and packet interval reaching time as the explicit behavior 
characteristics of the network communication behavior observability. In order to visualize whether the characteristics selected in this paper are 
distinguishable, we firstly calculated their cumulative distribution function (CDF) for client-to-server (C2S) and server-to-client (S2C) on different 
platforms (Windows and Ubuntu), as well as the CDF values for direct accessing to HTTPS sites(Azure platform), as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 
Then, we calculated the relative entropy in different platforms and states according to the approaches proposed in Section 4.2 of this paper, as shown 
in Table 1 and Table 2. Finally, we gave the measure values for the degree of unobservability in the two TOR modes, respectively Meek mode and the 
Bridge mode, according to the calculation formula for the degree of z in the anonymous communication system proposed in Section 4.2. In order to 
show the effect more intuitively, we preprocessed the data and filtered all TCP three-way handshake packets. We made the packet interval accurate to 
10ms. In addition, for the case of P(x) = 0, we technically assigned it a small value in this paper, with a probability value of one ten-billionth. 
5.4 Experimental results and analysis 
In this section we will discuss the experimental results and analyze them accordingly. Figure 2 shows the packet interval distribution of Meek, Bridge 
and HTTPS (HTTPS of Firefox) with direct-access. From Figure 2, we see that there is little difference for 70% to 80% of the packet interval 
distribution among Meek, Bridge and HTTPS. However, for Meek's packet, there is a significant jitter at 0.5~2s; while for HTTPS, there is about 
20% of the packet interval at 10s. 

 

Fig.2 Packet interval distribution 
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Fig.3 Packet size distribution. 
After manually analyzing the source code of TOR, it is found that Meek's client will automatically send a heartbeat packet when the connection is 
idle in order to maintain a long connection to the cloud platform. The heartbeat packet has a random interval between 0.1 and 5s. When directly 
access the Azure cloud platform with Firefox, if there is no data, a heartbeat packet will also be sent, and the heartbeat packet interval is 10s. 
Figure 3 shows the packet size distribution for Meek, Bridge, and HTTPS (HTTPS of Firefox). From Figure 3, we can see the following two obvious 
phenomena: 
1) Phenomenon 1. In the Bridge mode, the C2S packet size is concentrated at 600B. After analysis, it is found that the TOR packet (cell) is a fixed 

size, which is 597B under the Windows platform, and 609B under the Ubuntu platform.  
2) Phenomenon 2. In the Meek mode, there is a high proportion for C2S packet size of about 200B and S2C packet size of about 400B. After 

analyzing the source code of TOR, it is found that these are the size of heartbeat packets in TOR's Meek mode. The size of the heartbeat packet 
is slightly different under different platforms, and there is no difference under the same platform. 

 

 

 

 
It can be seen directly from Figure 2 and Figure 3 that the TOR's transport layer plug-ins (Bridge and Meek) still statistically have a significant 
difference from the masquerading protocol (HTTPS). Now, we will calculate the relative entropy for the packet interval distribution and the packet 
size distribution respectively in TOR's Meek mode, TOR’s Bridge mode and HTTPS protocol in different states, as well as the relative entropy of 
HTTPS compared with itself (the packet captured under the same platform at different times), for example, the relative entropy for C2S packet size 
distribution and packet interval distribution. 
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The results in table 1 and table 2 show that relative entropy can well describe the statistical similarity between the target protocol and the 
masquerading protocol. Compared to the packet interval distribution, the packet size distribution can better characterize the degree of 
distinguishability of explicit behavioral features for TOR transport layer plug-ins. In this paper, we calculated the relative entropy for packet size 
distribution and packet interval distribution under the same network environment, the same operation system and the same state, so the different 
calculation results are comparable. 
Therefore, according to formula (6), the degree of unobservability for the Meek and Bridge transport layer plug-ins can be calculated. For the Meek 
plug-in, the degree of unobservability under Windows platform is d=0.54; while d=0.36 under the Ubuntu platform. For the Bridge plug-in, the 
degree of unobservability under the Windows platform is d=0.72; while d=0.53 under the Ubuntu platform. As can be seen from the above values, 
the degree of unobservability for the Meek is better that for the Bridge mode no matter under the Windows platform or the Ubuntu platform. That is 
to say, it is statistically more difficult to distinguish the traffic in Meek mode. However, it still has stronger traffic characteristics compared with 
HTTPS traffic, that is, it is easy to distinguish the traffic of TOR in both Bridge and Meek modes from HTTPS traffic. 
6 Conclusions and future work 
This paper formalizes the communication model of anonymous communication system, and proposes an relative entropy to measure the degree of the 
unobservability in anonymous communication systems based on this model. This method can effectively measure the the degree of the 
unobservability in anonymous communication systems, and also can be applied to measure the degree of unobservability for TOR transport layer 
plug-ins. It is also applicable to measure he degree of unobservability in other anonymous communication systems. Although scholars at home and 
abroad and the TOR project team have been working to improve the security for TOR communication behavior, the theoretical analysis and 
experimental results in this paper show that the unobservability claimed by the TOR official has not been realized for TOR transport layer plug-ins. 
At present, the measure analysis on the unobservability in anonymous communication systems proposed in this paper only takes into account the 
unobservability of the anonymous communication system by means of the information entropy at a static time point. The information entropy 
provides a good analytical method for the security assessment of the anonymous network itself, but for any given user, it is usually necessary to 
accurately assess how long it takes and how much the probability is to effectively identify the protocol of anonymous communication systems, 
thereby further cracking its anonymity. These are of great significance to measure and evaluate the anonymous communication system. 
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